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READING CORNER
1.- READING. Three English Robberies. https://www.eltbase.com/article-179-three-english-robberies
Click the word to see the entry in the Cambridge Dictionary.
Be sure you understand their meaning, write its translation if necessary.
countless
fingerprint
tip-off
show up
loot
stumble upon
folklore
cram
mailbag
bite off more than you can
sentence
chew
gunman
narrow down
accomplice
bullion

gangland
heist
abseil
stuff
bug
undoing
subsequently
vault

Now, read the three stories, make a summary of the story you were more surprised to read and
answer these questions.
Summary (40-50words)

Write the similarities between the three robberies.
Write the differences between the three robberies.

2.- READING. PET/FIRST/ADVANCE practice. Visit the pages and select your level. Once inside,
practice ONE of the different parts you find these official exams.

3.- READING. Cybercrime. http://www.businessenglishonline.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/CyberCrime-Worksheet.pdf
Read the story and answer the different activities in your notebook.
a.- What would you do if you received the following e-mail?
b.- Which of the following words do you know?
spyware
adware
scam

spam

fraud

c.- Scan the article below. How many of these words, or derivatives (e.g. fraudsters), can you find in two
minutes?

d.- Read the article again. Did you find out anything new or surprising?

e.- Find words in the text from the definitions below.
(a) to move money from one bank account to another illegally or dishonestly (paragraph 1)
(b) a symbol that represents an organisation or company (paragraph 1)
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(c) risking money, often in a game, hoping to win more if you are lucky (paragraph 1)
(d) made to look like something real in order to trick people (paragraph 2)
(e) an official examination of a situation within a company (paragraph 3)
4.- READING. Doctor found guilty. http://www.literacynet.org/cnnsf/elderabuse/choice.html
Complete the multiple -choice activity online and then, answer these questions.
Have you found it difficult to understand?
Which has been your score in the online version?

